Although much of the recent work in statistical relational learning has focused on homogeneous networks, many relational domains naturally consist of multiple observed networks, where each network source records a different type of relationship between the same set of entities. For example, data about organizations may contain both an email communication network and a network of coworker ties. Since collective classification models rely on propagating information throughout the relational network to improve predictions, multi-network methods will need to consider how to best combine relational information from various link sources. There are two opportunities to combine multi-source link information for relational classification: data fusion methods combine the available information during learning, while classification fusion methods learn and apply models independently on each network source, then combine model predictions during inference. Past work has focused primarily on data fusion techniques, where features and/or links from various sources are combined. However, as the number of links, sources, and/or features increases, this approach can lead to high variance in the learned model, and can also increase the amount of noise propagated during inference, which will degrade performance. In this work, we focus on classification fusion, which overcomes these limitations by learning independent models to reduce variance. In addition, we develop a novel approach to collective fusion, which interleaves the learned models during collective inference. We evaluate our methods on synthetic and real-world social network data, showing that collective fusion significantly outperforms other methods over a wide range of conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of statistical relational learning techniques have been developed under the assumption of a single-source network environment where the relationships among objects are completely observed in the training set. In particular many collective inference methods assume a homogenous network Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. MLG '10, July 24-25, 2010 Washington, DC, USA Copyright l' 2010 ACM I978-1-4503-0214-2/10/07... $10.00 with a single type of entity (e.g., people) and a single type of relationship (e.g., friendships) (see [9] ). Although a number of relational techniques are applicable to heterogeneous networks with multiple types of entities and relationships (e.g., [5, 10, 11] ), the different link types often represent relationships between different entities, rather than multiple relationships between the same set of entities. For example, in citation data there can be nodes corresponding to authors, papers, and venues, with links corresponding to citation, coauthor, and publication relationships. Therefore, past work has focused on developing accurate learning and inference algorithms that are suitable for analyzing single source networks.
However, in many real-world domains, particularly social network domains, relationship data about the same set of nodes may be collected from and/or stored in separate sources, where each source may record observations for only a subset of the relationships. For example, consider online social network domains where email communications, friendship nominations, group memberships, photo tagging, recommendations, etc. represent different types of observed relationships among people. These transactional networks (e.g., email, photo tagging) can be viewed as different sources of social network information, which offer alternative evidence of the "true" underlying social network.
In this work, we focus on learning and inference methods that can exploit the full range of link information available in these types of multi-source network domain. Due to the wide range of link strengths in any one observed source (e.g., email), it is likely that noise in the observed links will reduce the accuracy of relational models learned from any single source. We conjecture that models that jointly consider network information gathered from multiple sources, will be able to offset the noise observed in any one source and thus result in more accurate predictions. Moreover, since collective classification methods use inferences about one object to improve inferences about other related objects [15] , combining relational information from the various link sources during inference, will enhance the propagation of information throughout the relational graph structure which should improve predictions even further.
In particular, we consider the problem of relational learning and collective classification for a single prediction task over a network dataset that consists of multiple link sources. In this scenario, there are two opportunities to combine vari-ous link information. The first approach, which we will call data fusion combines the available information during learning (i.e., a model is learned from the joint data set). The second approach, which we will call classification fusion considers each link source independently for learning, and then combines the model predictions during inference.
Past work on combining multi-source graphs has primarily focused on data fusion (e.g., [1, 7, 8, 17] ). Because multisource data can naturally be represented as a heterogenous network (i.e., with multiple link types), this makes it relatively easy to apply many relational modeling techniques in a data fusion approach. Data fusion methods combine multiple link sources into one graph-either by merging the links into a single source, or explicitly modeling the different link types-and learn a single model from the resulting graph. While this approach is simple and efficient, it suffers from a number of limitations. First, aggregating features and links from multiple sources can result in a graph with too many features and/or too many links. This can increase the variance of the learned model, which will increase error. Second, merging link sources can increase the number of edges used during collective inference. This can increase the propagation of noise during the inference process and degrade the accuracy of the model. Classification fusion is an alternative approach that can overcome the limitations of data fusion and improve prediction accuracy in multi-network domains. Instead of directly combining the sources before learning, classification fusion methods learn an ensemble of models, one for each link source. Then the ensemble of models are combined during inference to reduce the variance of the predictions and improve prediction accuracy.
For independent inference (i.e., non-relational) settings, classification fusion methods resemble conventional ensemble approaches. Models are learned from each source independently, then applied independently to each test set instance, and finally the predictions are aggregated to make classification decisions. We refer to this approach as decision fusion. In contrast to independent inference methods, collective inference methods (see e.g., [12] ) jointly infer labels of related instances in network settings, using inferences about one object to improve inferences about other related objects. Collective inference offers a unique opportunity to explore a novel type of classification fusion. In addition to propagating inferences across nodes in the network, we can also propagate inferences across models.
In this work, we compare two data fusion methods (F eature F usion and Link F usion) and two classification fusion methods (Decision F usion and Collective F usion). We propose a novel collective fusion algorithm that learns an ensemble of models, one for each link source, and applies the models simultaneously for collective inference. During the inference process, to predict the label of a particular object, all current model predictions for that object are aggregated. In other words, the model predictions are propagated during the collective inference process to improve intermediate predictions, rather than waiting and aggregating only after inference is complete for each model.
We evaluate the four approaches on synthetic and real world datasets using a relational dependency network (RDN) collective inference model [12] . We include a Single Source model as a baseline for comparison, which corresponds to "no fusion". The results indicate that Collective F usion leads to significant improvement in model performance over all other approaches and that the improvement increases as autocorrelation, linkage or number of sources increases. In addition, Collective F usion is the method that is most robust to missing labels.
FUSION FRAMEWORK
Past work uses the term "data fusion" to refer to the process of combining data from multiple sources such that the resulting information is "better" than using the sources individually. We categorize a machine learning approach that combines information from multiple sources to learn a single model, and then applies the learned model on the combined information, as a data fusion method. We categorize a machine learning approach that learns an ensemble of models, one from each source, and then combines the predictions from the ensemble during inference, as a classification fusion method.
In this section we outline a framework where we compare and contrast the relational fusion methods we propose. Given multiple link sources that represent different types of relationships between the same set of objects, the goal is to combine link information provided by the various sources to improve the quality of inferences for a collective classification task.
Problem description
From a network of objects described by k link sources {S1, S2, ..., S k } where the graph Si = {Vi, Ei} has Vi nodes and Ei edges, we are given a set of k training graphs {S1 train , S2 train , ..., S k train } and k testing graphs {S1 test , S2 test , ..., S k test }. In this initial work, we assume that ∀ i =j Vi train/test = Vj train/test . Nodes correspond to entities, and edges correspond to relations among those entities. Our assumption is that each of the k sources of information represents a different type of relationship between the same set of entities.
Within this framework, we consider an across-network collective classification task. Each node is associated with a binary class label Y . In addition there may be a set of node features X V and a set of source-specific edge features X S i E . We train the model on fully labeled training networks and apply the learned models on partially-labeled (disjoint) testing networks in a collective classification manner. The output is a set of marginal probability distributions (i.e., predictions) over the nodes of the testing graphs. The problem can be approached as data fusion or classification fusion. We describe both below.
Data Fusion
In data fusion approaches, the goal is to use the available training graphs to learn a single, joint model, then apply the learned model on the testing graphs to produce a single set of predictions over the nodes. We present two data fusion methods below: F eature F usion and Link F usion. 
F eature F usion
F eature F usion is a feature aggregation approach that is applied during the learning process, using a data representation that maintains the link type information. A single model M is learned from the set of k training graphs {S1 train , S2 train , ..., S k train }. Link type features distinguish which link source they belong to, and these serve to differentiate relationships among the entities in the model. For example, object A may be linked to node B through a link of type S1, but A may link to C and D through links of type S2. In this approach, if link features exist, they are associated with the appropriate source in the learning process. M is applied to {S1 test , S2 test , ..., S k test }. Figure 1 illustrates how F eature F usion works. Including the link type information allows the model to distinguish between links based on their sources. This provides more information to the learning process. However, the model may suffer from high variance due to incorporation of a large amount of features during learning (i.e., overfitting). As a possible solution to overcome overfitting, we propose Link F usion, which we describe next.
Link F usion
Link F usion summarizes the data in a single, simple-graph representation by aggregating the links from all the sources to form one graph. This method simplifies the resulting graph by ignoring the link type information that distinguishes the source of the observed link.
The input is a set of k training graphs {S1 train , S2 train , ..., S k train } and the method forms one merged training graph Strain = {V, E}. Here E = {E1∪ E2 ∪ ... ∪E k } is the set of unweighted, undirected edges representing an untyped relationship between objects in V . The union operation is defined such that E has an untyped edge e = [u, v] if there exists an edge e = [u, v] in at least one of {E1, E2, ..., E k }. Stest is formed using the same process as Strain. One model M is learned on Strain and applied on Stest to output P , a set of probability estimates for the predictions on nodes in Stest. Figure 2 illustrates the Link F usion method.
In Link F usion, links are fused using a simple union operation and the resulting links are untyped. The output graph will have a single link between objects A and B, if A and B are linked in at least one data source. Therefore, the strength of the relationship between objects connected in one graph and those connected in more than one graph are assumed equal. This assumption will not hold in most realworld scenarios. And consequently, ignoring the link types will result in some loss of information. Sources that link the same nodes will be provide redundant link information so the performance can saturate as more sources are used. In addition, too many (merged) links in the resulting graph may lead to inference bias due to propagation of errors [13] .
Therefore, while the two aforementioned data fusion approaches combine information from the various sources in a simple and efficient manner, their main drawback is that using more sources of information will not necessarily improve the quality of the model. Next, we present two classification fusion approaches that attempt to overcome the drawbacks of both data fusion methods.
Classification Fusion
In classification fusion, the goal is to use the available training graphs to learn an ensemble of models, one for each graph, and then apply the models simultaneously on the testing graphs to produce a set of predictions over the nodes of the testing graphs. Since the testing graphs contain the same set of nodes but different link types, this provides the opportunity to combine the model predictions in an ensemble approach to improve predictive accuracy. We present two classification fusion methods below: Decision F usion and Collective F usion.
Decision F usion
Decision F usion is a model aggregation approach that learns an ensemble of models on the various link sources. An ensemble of models {M1, M2, ..., M k } are learned on the training graphs {S1 train , S2 train , ..., S k train }, one model per graph. Then the set of models are applied on the testing graphs {S1 test , S2 test , ..., S k test } respectively to produce a set of probability estimates for the nodes predictions {P1, P2, ..., P k }. Then the predictions are aggregated to get the final predictions P , by averaging the resulting set of predictions for each node independently. Figure 3 illustrates how this approach works. 
Collective F usion
Collective F usion is an inference aggregation approach that learns the same models as Decision F usion, but aggregates predictions from the various ensembles simultaneously during the collective inference process. Collective inference methods cycle over all nodes in a given graph during approximate inference (e.g., Gibbs sampling). In this process, at each step for a given node v, a prediction is made based on the current inferences for each of its neighbors Nv. Given an ensemble of models , one learned on each data source, we can apply the models simultaneously during inference. This approach provides evidence about more than just neighbor predictions during the inference process-current predictions for v from the other models are also available. Figure 4 illustrates the Collective F usion approach. An ensemble of models {M1, M2, ..., M k } are learned on the training graphs {S1 train , S2 train , ..., S k train } and applied on {S1 test , S2 test , ..., S k test } respectively to produce a set of probability estimates for the nodes predictions {P1, P2, ..., P k }. To calculate prediction p
In other words, the prediction for a node v and a model Mi is computed in the normal collective inference fashion (based on the current predictions for its neighbors in source Si) and then averaged with the most recent predictions for v from all other models M j =i before being stored in Pi. Then the final predictions {P1, P2, ..., P k } are aggregated to get the output predictions P as in Decision F usion.
In the next section, we evaluate the approaches we describe here in a collective classification setting, where we use relational dependency network (RDN) models [12] as M . RDNs are joint inference models that use pseudolikelihood learning techniques to estimate an efficient approximation of the full joint distribution.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate our proposed fusion methods, we applied them on relational classification tasks in both synthetic and real data sets where the network consists of multiple link sources. We learned RDN models and applied them for collective inference. The goals of these experiments are to investigate:
• The performance gains achieved by using each of the fusion methods compared to just using a single source individually.
• The effects of relational autocorrelation, linkage, missing labels, and number of sources on the performance of the various fusion methods.
The fusion approaches we investigate are F eature F usion, Link F usion, Decision F usion and Collective Fusion. We compare to a "no fusion" approach, where we just use a single source to learn and apply the given model. We refer to it as the Single Source technique. To evaluate the methods, we generated synthetic datasets with a group structure, and we fixed the levels of autocorrelation and linkage, in the manner described in Section 3.1.1. We also evaluate the fusion approaches on a real world dataset, a subset of the facebook network which is presented in Section 3.2.1. We compare the classification accuracies by measuring area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Synthetic Data Experiments

Data
Our synthetic datasets are homogeneous data graphs with autocorrelation due to an underlying (hidden) group structure. Each object has a group membership G and a boolean class label C. Each group has an associated type T . We used the generative process described in Table 1 to generate a dataset with NO objects and GS average group size, and linkage using the setting specified below. The procedure uses a simple model where C has an autocorrelation level of 0.75. The following parameter settings were used: 
Choose a value for group type tg from p(T ) For each object i, 1 ≤ i ≤ NO:
Choose a group gi uniformly in [1, NG] Choose a class value Ci from p(C|TG i ) For each object j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NO:
For each object k, j < k ≤ NO: Choose whether the two objects are linked from p(E|Gj = G k )
The final datasets are homogeneous-there is only one object type and one link type in each generated dataset, and each object has one class label and two attributes. After the groups are used to generate the data, we delete them from the data-the groups are not available to the classification algorithms. We generate the same set of objects for all the sources, but generate a different linkage structure and a different link type for each source.
Methodology
We generated 10 independent link sources. Each source is made up of 5 training and 5 testing datasets. Each dataset has size NO = 500 and an average group size GS = 50 as described in the algorithm in Table 1 . For each experiment, we randomly label the specified percentage of the testing dataset 5 times, and we run 5 trials for each random labeling. Then we measure the area under the ROC (AUC) to assess the prediction accuracy of the model each time. Each point in the results plots represents the average of 5X5 = 25 trials.
We test the effect of including more link sources on the fusion techniques by varying the number of sources at 1, 3, 6 and 9.
Where 1 corresponds to a Single Source (i.e., no fusion). In this evaluation, we report results with 10% labeled nodes in the test set, autocorrelation of 0.75, and low linkage setting.
We also test the robustness of the fusion techniques to missing labels (in the test sets) by varying the proportion of labeled test data at 10%, 50% and 90%. For this experiment we report results using 3 link sources, with autocorrelation of 0.75, and low linkage.
Since collective inference in general, and the RDN specifically, have been shown to exploit relational autocorrelation and linkage in relational data [6] , we investigate the effects of increasing both levels on the various fusion methods. We varied the autocorrelation level at 0.25 and 0.75 using 3 sources, each with low linkage and 10% labeled data. Then we varied the linkage level in the data from low to high, using 3 sources, each with 0.75 autocorrelation and 10% labeled data.
Results
The main finding across all experiments is that Collective F usion consistently results in significantly more accurate models than all other fusion approaches. formance, where Collective F usion achieves significantly higher accuracies than Decision F usion (p < 0.01). On the other hand, F eature F usion's performance saturates, while that of Link F usion degrades. These results can be explained by the fact that Decision F usion aggregates predictions, so as more model predictions are available, the overall predictions will improve. Collective F usion can be thought of as Decision F usion with an extra step before the final predictions aggregation. This extra step, in which predictions are aggregated across the models during the collective inference basically enhances the quality of predictions a step further. However, aggregating more sources at the data level will not always learn a better model. Aggregating more features in F eature F usion likely increases the variance in the learned model, causing a degradation and eventually a saturation in model performance. In addition, aggregating an increased number of links in Link F usion likely results in increased inference bias, due propagation of errors during collective inference, leading to continued performance degradation. Figure 6 shows that Collective F usion is the most robust fusion technique to missing labels. Again Collective F usion significantly outperforms Decision F usion at all label proportions (p < 0.01). When the networks are very sparse (10% labeled nodes), both data fusion techniques do no better than the single source model. Decision F usion and Collective F usion however, both result in more accurate models, with Collective F usion significantly outperforming Decision F usion. As more data is labeled (50%), both data fusion techniques begin to improve over the single source models. And although Decision F usion also improves model performance, it does not do better than data fusion. At 90% labeled sources, Decision F usion, F eature F usion and Link F usion continue to perform better than Single Source models. The proportion of labeled nodes has the same effect on both data fusion techniques, and all fusion techniques perform much better than Single Source models when there is enough labeled data (90%). Collective F usion is the most robust to missing labels. As the number of labeled instances decreases, the quality of predictions of the individual models reduces. Decision F usion only averages those predictions at the end of inference, while Collective F usion exploits the given label information across models during inference, which improves the accuracy of the predictions before averaging them. This explains why Collective F usion does better than Decision F usion when the link sources are sparsely labeled. Figure 7 shows that Collective F usion is able to exploit relational autocorrelation more effectively than the other methods. The performance of Single Source models improve as autocorrelation increases, because RDNs use collective inference, which exploits autocorrelation to use predictions of related instances to improve one another. Decision F usion aggregates those improved predictions and hence improves the overall predictions accuracy. Collective F usion improves node predictions even further, using predictions made by other models simultaneously during collective inference. That explains why Collective F usion again performs significantly better than Decision F usion at both low and high autocorrelation levels (p < 0.01). The data fusion approaches do improve as autocorrelation increases, but they are not able to exploit the increase in autocorrelation as much as the classification fusion methods. creases in linkage effectively, with similar improvements in Decision F usion. This is because both approaches are directly influenced by any improvement to the performance of the Single Source models. Since RDN models exploit linkage to spread the information during collective inference as explained before, increased linkage improves the performance level of the Single Source models. Aggregating links from sources that already have high levels of linkage seems to have a redundant effect on the performance of Link F usion so its performance does not increase as much as linkage increases. In contrast, aggregating features in F eature F usion improves as more linkage exists. We note that Collective F usion continues to significantly outperform Decision F usion (p < 0.01).
Illustration of How Collective Fusion Improves over Decision Fusion: Collective F usion averages predictions across the various models during inference, which adds an extra level of variance reduction and increases the quality of the final predictions that are averaged at the end of inference (compared to Decision F usion, which does not do the intermediate averaging). Based on this insight, we expect Collective F usion's performance to have a lower bound equal to that of Decision F usion. We ran an experiment to investigate this conjecture, where we evaluated a hybrid fusion approach in which we learned an ensemble of 10 models on 10 link sources. In the hybrid approach, we always applied Decision F usion to the final predictions of the ensembles. However, we varied the number of ensemble models that we applied Collective F usion to during inference. When we apply Collective F usion to 0 models, the approach is equivalent to Decision F usion. When we apply Collective F usion to 10 models, the approach is equivalent to Collective F usion. In between these two extremes, the hybrid model performance shows the utility of merging predictions during inference. Figure 9 shows a smooth increment in the overall performance as the proportion of merged predictions increases, which illustrates how the two approaches relate.
Real Data Experiments
Data
We also evaluated our approach on data collected from the public Purdue Facebook network. Facebook is a popular on- line social network site with over 150 million members worldwide. Members create and maintain a personal profile page, which contains information about their views, interests, and friends, and can be listed as private or public. Friendship links are undirected and are formed through an invitation by one user along with a confirmation by the other. We sampled the set of 56061 public Facebook users belonging to Purdue University network in March 2008. To be affiliated with a University network, users must have a valid email account within the appropriate domain (e.g., purdue.edu), thus the members consist of students, faculty, staff, and alumni.
The public Purdue network comprised more than 3 million public friendship links among the members. Users had an average and median degree of 46 and 81 respectively. In addition to the friendship graph, we considered two transactional graphs recording interactions among friends. First, the wall graph consists of links that are extracted from users public message board on their profile page. This message board is called the wall and is a place where other users can write small messages to their friends. From the wall postings in the period 03/01/07-03/01/08, we constructed directed links in the wall graph from the sender to the receiver. Second, the picture graph consists of links that are extracted from users public photo page. The photo page can contain both photos of the member and their photo albums. The section that displays the photos of the member, consist of both photos posted by the member herself and photos posted in other users albums that are tagged as containing the member. From these tagged photos, we constructed directed links from the album owner to the member.
From these data we constructed samples of four networks: [Purdue Alum '07, Purdue '08, Purdue '09, Purdue '10] of sizes: [921, 827, 1268, 1384] users respectively. Each user has a boolean class label which indicates whether their political view is 'Conservative'. In addition, we considered nine node features and two link features. The object features record user profile information (e.g., interested in, looking for). Wall links have one link feature that counts the number of wall posts exchanged between any two users, while picture links have one link feature that counts the number of photos shared between any two users. 
Methodology
The three link sources we use in our experiments are the friendship, wall and picture graphs. We train the models using all of the features, and distinguish between the features based on the link graph it comes from. We use the four Purdue networks such that we train on the two closest years to the test set; for example we train on Purdue Alum '07 and Purdue '09 and test on Purdue '08. We predict the value of the class label 'Conservative' and we vary the proportion of labeled data (10%, 50% and 90%) and measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Figure 10 shows results for the facebook data, that follow the observation from the synthetic data. Collective F usion continues to outperform Decision F usion across all levels of labeling (p < 0.01 for 10-70%, p < 0.05 for 90%).
Results
RELATED WORK
Much of the past work on data fusion [1, 4, 7, 8, 17] can be categorized as F eature F usion, where the main focus is to combine features. We discuss how these methods differ from our proposed F eature F usion approach below.
Methods developed for applications in biological [7] and webbased datasets [17] work by compiling the data from each source into a matrix of similarity scores for each pair of entities (e.g., proteins, webpages). And then each source is weighted appropriately during aggregation of the matrices. This work differs from our F eature F usion since it has focused on fusing datasets with widely varying types of information (e.g., time-series expression data, DNA strings) and the task is to assess the similarity between all pairs of entities in the data. We are instead interested in fusing link information (e.g., phone calls, email) between pairs of related entities to improve learning.
There has also been some work in the bioinformatics community on developing machine learning techniques for multisource data. For example, for the task of gene finding the JIGSAW system [1] computes the relative weight of different sources of evidence and then combines the weighted evidence for to produce more accurate predictions than either pipeline or single-source systems. This differs from our proposed F eature F usion method because it has focused on independent predictions in data with a linear graph structure (i.e., genes in DNA sequences). Our task will require source combination in heterogeneous graph structures with interdependent predictions.
General statistical relational approaches can model heterogeneous data with multiple link and node types. For example Singh and Gordon [16] have considered multiple relations to predict links where each relation type is between different node types. This is different from our F eature F usion approach because all relation types belong to the same source. In addition, each relation is between different types of nodes, so they cannot be combined to improve predictions of node attributes. Other work [8, 4] combine data from more than one source. Macskassy [8] adds in a second source of information generated from attribute similarity and combines links to improve learning. While Eliassi et. al [4] generate additional links (e.g., 2-hop paths).
The data fusion methods discussed above combine information during learning. In contrast, classification fusion methods combine models during inference. They overcome the increased learning variance by learning and applying an ensemble of models, one from each source. Past work on classification fusion [3, 14, 18] can be categorized as Decision F usion, where the main idea is to combine the predictions of the ensembles to come up with more accurate overall predictions. The main difference between these methods and our proposed Decision F usion is that they combine predictions of different kinds of classifiers, while our Decision F usion method applies the same model, just on a different source.
For example, Shoaib et. al [14] present a decision-based fusion model to classify BRCA1, BRCA2 and Sporadic genetic mutations for breast and ovarian cancer. Different ensembles of base classifiers using the stacked generalization technique have been proposed. And a Generalized Regression Neural Networks (GRNN) is then applied to predict the mutation type based on the outputs of base classifiers. Their method then selects the best classifier and removes weak ones. Chen et. al [3] also propose an SVM classifier fusion model to combine multiple SVMs by applying the knowledge of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. They have applied their model to colon tumor data and ovarian cancer data.
In addition to Decision F usion, we consider a novel Collective Fusion method which combines the predictions of the ensembles during collective inference and achieves significant performance gains over all other fusion methods. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has considered Collective F usion.
Past work in multi-view learning is also related to multisource fusion. For example, Blum and Mitchelle [2] propose a co-training approach in which two classifiers are trained on two independent sources of information. Then the training set is augmented with a subset of what one classifier labels, and the augmented set is used to train the other classifier. Their work is similar to our work in that both works assume independent sources/views of information, describing the same set of objects. However, they use inferences to improve learning in sparsely labeled domains, while we use inferences to improve prediction in collective classification domains. The former is possible because their approach focuses on using the unlabeled data, while the latter is possible because our approach utilizes collective inference models. In future work, we will consider theoretical connections between both works in more detail.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Much of the recent work in statistical relational learning has focused on analyzing single source networks, even though many relational domains naturally consist of multiple observed networks, where each network source records a different type of relationship between the same set of entities. Since collective classification models exploit network structure to propagate information and improve predictions, it is important to explore new ways to combine the relational information observed in the various link sources during both learning and inference.
In this paper, we outlined several alternative methods to combine relational graphs from multiple sources for collective classification. Specifically, we propose a novel Collective F usion method, that is based on a unique opportunity offered by collective classification across multiple graphs-the ability to interleave and aggregate across the collective inference processes.
Our experimental results, on both synthetic and real world data, show that our proposed Collective F usion method significantly outperforms the alternative fusion approaches, over all conditions that we investigated. Furthermore, the improvement over other fusion methods increases as autocorrelation, linkage, or the number of sources increases. Finally, Collective F usion is the method that is most robust to missing labels in the test set.
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